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Manufacturing                            Aerospace & Defense                            Construction 

5 Automation Solutions for 
3 Strategic IFS Industries 

CADTALK is a suite of advanced data management applications that 

leverage cutting-edge artificial intelligence to transform information 

from engineering and design applications into data inside IFS 

Applications streamlining processes, connecting systems, and 

improving workflow across departments.  

For manufacturers and aerospace and defense, our flagship product, 

CADTALK ERP leverages CAD data to create inventory items,  bills of 

material, routings and other information inside IFS Applications.  

CADTALK NEST and CADTALK DA provide data transformation and 

automation for popular nesting layouts and CAD design automation. 

CADTALK BIM automates the design to build process for construction 

businesses transforming data between the Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) CAD systems and IFS Applications. 

Help your IFS customers harness the latest technologies to improve 

processes, eliminate errors, and improve operations by 80% with a 

return on investment in about two months. 

We have realized an elimination of human errors on the 

data entry side. Now all human errors fall on 

engineering BOM mistakes. From manual to CADTALK 

automation is over 98% time savings. Extremely 

complicated BOMs (>500 recursive line items) would 

take over 10 hours to manually enter and now that is 

done in 3-5 minutes CADTALK processing time and less 

one minute of human interaction. 

 

CADTALK ERP 

Our flagship product transforms the 

engineering bill of materials (eBOM) from 

over 30 different CAD, PDM, or PLM 

applications into manufacturing bills of 

material (mBOM), items, inventory 

records, and manufacturing routings 

inside IFS Applications.  

CADTALK BIM 

For construction, CADTALK BIM 

transforms and connects data from 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) CAD 

applications into bills of quantities, items, 

take-off lists, projects and deliverables, 

and other data inside IFS Applications. 

CADTALK NEST 

CADTALK NEST connects data from 

popular nesting layout applications with 

IFS Applications for accurate material 

planning, scheduling, costing, and 

production management. 

CADTALK DA 

Automatically generate CAD models from 

unique product configurations (Configure 

Price Quote) applications. 

CADTALK DFM 

Access IFS Application data inside your 

favorite CAD, PDM, or PLM 

application to ensure design accuracy 

for manufacturability. 
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Connected to 30+ CAD, PDM, PLM, BIM Applications 
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